We build the Yunnan-III evolutionary population synthesis (EPS) models by using the Å Ë stellar evolution code, BaSeL stellar spectra library and the initial mass functions (IMFs) of Kroupa and Salpeter, and present colours and integrated spectral energy distributions (ISEDs) of solar-metallicity stellar populations (SPs) in the range of 1Myr-15 Gyr. The main characteristic of the Yunnan-III EPS models is the usage of a set of self-consistent solar-metallicity stellar evolutionary tracks (the masses of stars are from 0.1 to 100M ⊙ ). This set of tracks is obtained by using the state-of-the-art Å Ë code.
INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary population synthesis (EPS) method was first introduced by Tinsley (1968) , and mainly is used to study the unsolved stellar population (SP). Key ingredients in EPS models are: (i) the library of evolutionary tracks used to calculate isochrones in the colour-magnitude diagram; (ii) the library of stellar spectra adopted to derive the integrated spectral energy distribution (ISED) or magnitudes and colours in suitable passbands; and (iii) the initial mass ⋆ E-mail: gssephd@public.km.yn.cn; zhang fh@hotmail.com function (IMF) used to evaluate the relative proportions of stars in the various evolutionary phases.
Stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones play an important role in EPS models. However, many EPS models use the combination of several stellar evolutionary libraries [such as the models of Worthey (1994) , È metallicity [Fe/H], etc.) ranges. Therefore, some EPS models use the combination of several stellar spectra libraries.
Based on the above-mentioned facts, in this paper we will build the Yunnan-III EPS models and present the ISEDs and colours of solar-metallicity SPs by using a set of self-consistent stellar evolution models (computed from Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics [Å Ë ] code, its properties will be described in Section 2), a stellar spectra library (BaSeL-2.2, Lejeune et al. 1997 Lejeune et al. , 1998 , hereafter LCB97, LCB98) and the IMFs of Kroupa et al. (2001, hereafter K01) and Salpeter (1955, hereafter S55) . Before the construction of the Yunnan-III models, we have built two kinds of EPS models. The Yunnan-I models are constructed for SPs without binary interactions (Zhang et al. 2002) by using the rapid single stellar evolution algorithms (Hurley et al. 2000 , hereafter HPT00). The Yunnan-II models 1 are constructed for both SPs with and without binary interactions (Zhang et al. 2004 (Zhang et al. , 2005 by using Monte Carlo simulation and the rapid single and binary stellar evolution algorithms (HPT00, Hurley et al. 2002, hereafter HTP02) .
Another main reason of building the Yunnan-III models is that stars on thermally pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) phase are often neglected or added following individual recipes (Maraston 2005 , hereafter M05) in EPS models. This is because computations of the TP-AGB phase by means of complete evolution code are very demanding in terms of computational time (Marigo & Girardi 2007, hereafter MG07) . So far, there exists several EPS models that have considered the contribution of TP-AGB stars. These models would be recalled in Section 3. According to the used technique of dealing with TP-AGB stars, these EPS models are divided into two groups.
With 'fuel consumption' technique, Maraston (1998, hereafter M98) and M05 have considered the contribution of TP-AGB stars in her EPS models. The advantages of the 'fuel consumption' approach are summarized by M05. Based on her models, she and her colleagues have investigated the redshift z ∼ 2 passive and star-forming galaxies (Maraston et al. 2006 (Maraston et al. , 2010 and luminous red galaxies (Maraston et al. 2009 ).
With 'isochrone synthesis' technique, some models [such as the models of CB11 and their older CB07 version (Bruzual 2011) , Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis (hereafter FSPS, Conroy et al. 2009; , Vazdekis et al. (2010, hereafter V10) , ËÌ Ê ÍÊËÌ (hereafter Ë , Leitherer et al. 1999 Leitherer et al. , 2010 Vázquez & Leitherer 2005)-v6 .02, POPSTAR (Mollá et al. 2009 ), Yunnan-I and II (Zhang et al. 2002 (Zhang et al. , 2005 , etc.] have included TP-AGB stars. In these models, the evolution of TP-AGB stars is obtained either by perturbation function or by a synthetic code.
The Yunnan-I and II EPS models have used TP-AGB evolution from perturbation function of the HPT00 rapid stellar evolution code. HPT00 claimed that this method can produce the core-mass (Mc) and luminosity (L) relation of the third dredge-up (TDU) .
Then, what is a TP-AGB synthetic code? In a TP-AGB synthetic code, the stellar evolution is described by means of simplified relations (such as Mc-L relation). It 1 http://www1.ynao.ac.cn/∼zhangfh/ can be divided into detailed and simple codes. (i) In a detailedly synthetic code, the simplified relations are derived from complete stellar models, and convective dredge-up and mass loss are tuned by means of a few adjustable parameters (MG07). A very detailedly synthetic code was developed by Marigo et al. (1996 Marigo et al. ( , 1998 and Marigo (2001, and references therein) . MG07 and their colleagues have used an explicitly synthetic code, in which the TDU and hot bottom burning (HBB) are considered, to present the evolution of TP-AGB stars and the first isochrones considering the TDU (Marigo & Girardi 2001) . (ii) In a simply synthetic code, the TDU and the over-luminosity above the Mc-L relation caused by HBB are neglected. Bertelli et al. (1994 , hereafter BBCFN-1994 and Girardi et al. (2000, hereafter G00) have used a simply synthetic method to present the TP-AGB evolution (M08).
Among those 'isochrone synthesis' EPS models including TP-AGB stars by a synthetic code, the TP-AGB evolution of the CB11, CB07 and FSPS models is from an explicitly synthetic code, while that of the V10 and POPSTAR models is from a very simply synthetic code. Looking at the ingredients of the above EPS models including TP-AGB stars by a synthetic code (refer to Section 3), we find that all the above-mentioned models used the TP-AGB evolutionary tracks from Padova group. The reason of the above mentioned situation is that the use of the so-called synthetic code is the only viable alternative at that time in order to provide extended grids of TP-AGB models that reproduce basic observational constraints (MG07).
However, it is no doubt that stellar evolution model is another method of obtaining TP-AGB evolution. Stellar evolution models often parameterize physical processes, this is contrary to the synthetic method (Herwig 2005) .
In this work, building the Yunnan-III models with 'isochrone synthesis' technique, we will compute the stellar evolutionary tracks including TP-AGB phase by the Å Ë code, which can compute the evolution of lowand intermediate-mass stars from zero-age main sequence through TP-AGB phase. Therefore, the Yunnan-III EPS models can be compared with those EPS models that have considered TP-AGB stars, and can be an alternative one in galaxy studies. It is worth noting that the TDU is considered in the Å Ë star and massive TP-AGB stars show the expected HBB behavior, including the avoidance of the Cstar phase for a 5 M⊙, Z=0.01 stellar model track despite efficient TDU (Paxton et al. 2011) .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Yunnan-III EPS models. In Section 3 we recall some EPS models considering TP-AGB stars. In Sections 4 and 5 we present the results (evolutionary tracks, isochrones, colours and ISEDs of SPs) and comparisons. Finally we present a summary and conclusions in Section 6.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe the employed ingredients (including the Å Ë stellar evolution code, BaSeL stellar spectra library and IMFs) in the Yunnan-III EPS models. The main characteristics are listed in Table 1. 2.1 Å Ë stellar evolution code: input physics and parameters Stellar evolution models form the basic of EPS studies, and therefore we devote much of the remainder of this section to describing aspects of the Å Ë models in details. The Å Ë stellar evolution code was built by Paxton et al. (2011) , and began as an effort to improve upon the stellar evolution code (Eggleton 1971; Paxton 2004) . During the construction, its design and implementation were influenced by a number of stellar evolution and hydrodynamic codes (therefore, it can calculate the evolutions of massive stars). Å Ë is a state-of-the-art stellar evolution code, it uses the most updated equation of state (EOS, can handle the low mass and high degree of degeneracy), opacity, nuclear reaction rates, element diffusion data, and atmosphere boundary conditions. Moreover, Å Ë code employs modern software engineering tools and techniques to target modern computer architectures, and its numerical and computational methods employed allow it to consistently evolve stellar models through challenging phase, for example, Å Ë code allows non-stop computations through the helium core flash toward the end of the AGB evolution for low-mass stars (Paxton et al. 2011) . At last, Å Ë code uses the adaptive mesh refinement and sophisticated time-step controls, therefore, it is able to solve the fully coupled structure and composition equations simultaneously. In the following, we describe the input physics and parameters used by us in the Å Ë code.
Network Weaver et al. (1978) , that is capable of efficiently generating accurate nuclear energy generation rates from hydrogen burning through silicon burning. This network includes linkages for PP-I, steadystate CNO cycles, a standard α−chain, heavy ion reactions, and aspects of photodisintegration in 54 Fe (see Section 7.3 of Paxton et al. 2011) .
EOS: we use the Å Ë , HELM (Timmes & Swesty 2000) and PC (Potekhin & Chabrier 2010 ) EOS tables. The Å Ë EOS table is constructed from the 2005 update of the OPAL (Rogers & Nayfonov 2002) and SCVH (Saumon et al. 1995 
) EOS tables.
Opacity: we use the opacity of Grevesse & Sauval (1998, hereafter GS98) instead of Grevesse & Noels (1993, hereafter GN93, by default) , with the low temperature opacities taken from Ferguson et al. (2005) with metal ratios given by GS98. The low T opacities of Ferguson et al. (2005) include the effects of molecules and grains on the radiative opacity.
Mixing length parameter: for M < 30M⊙, mixing length parameter α = 2; for M > 30M⊙, α = 1.
Overshooting: Å Ë treats convective mixing as a diffusive process with a diffusion coefficient. The overshoot mixing diffusion coefficient DOV = Dconv,0exp(− 2z f λ P,0 ), in which Dconv,0 is the mixing-length-theory derived diffusion coefficient at a user-defined location near the Schwarzschild boundary, λP,0 is the pressure scale height at that location, z is the distance in the radiative layer away from that location, and f is an adjustable parameter. By default, the overshooting is turn off. We switch on it when star mass M > 1.8 M⊙, and turn off it when M < 1.1 M⊙. In the mass range of 1.1 − 1.8 M⊙, overshooting is gradually enabled. Moreover, convective overshooting is only allowed at locations with m ≥ 0.001 M (by default). At the upper and lower convective boundaries for H-burning and non-burning convective zones, the adjust parameter f = 0.01.
Mass loss: two kinds of mass loss are needed to be mentioned. The first one is the mass loss of red giant branch (RGB) and AGB stars. By default, there is no RGB and AGB wind. We use the Reimers (1975,ṀR = 4 × 10 −13 ηRLR/M, ηR = 0.5) and Bloecker (1995,ṀB = 4.83 × 10 −9 ηBL 2.7 M −2.1Ṁ R/ηR , ηB = 0.1) mass loss laws for RGB and AGB stars, respectively. The second one is the enhanced mass loss due to rotation. By default, it is considered and the coefficient is 0.43. In this work, we set it 0 for the reason of comparison with the other EPS models.
Atmosphere: the default atmosphere is a simple photosphere model, i.e. do not integrate and just estimate for τ = 2/3. We use the default one.
Comments: (i) the TDU: in the Å Ë code, the TDU is considered and massive TP-AGB stars show the HBB behavior. (ii) the set of input parameters: using the above set of input parameters and physics, we obtain the luminosity of 1 M⊙ star at an age of 4.57×10 9 yr, log(L/L⊙)=−0.01 for the GS98 opacity while log(L/L⊙)=0.008 for the GN93 opacity. These luminosities are within one hundredth of a magnitude.
BaSeL stellar spectra library
The BaSeL-2.2 stellar spectra library (LCB97, LCB98) is a semi-empirical one and provides an extensive and homogeneous grid of low-resolution theoretical flux distributions in the range of 9.1−160 000 nm and synthetic U BV RIJHKLM colours for a large range of stellar parameters: 2000 ≤ T eff /K ≤ 50 000, −1.02 ≤ log g ≤ 5.50 and −5.0 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 1.0. We adopt the BaSeL stellar spectra library for the following reasons. (i) The BaSeL library has wider coverage of wavelength in comparison with other libraries (see Bruzual 2011) , so the EPS models based on this library can be used to the studies of galaxies at different redshift via multi-band SED fitting method. (ii) The BaSeL library provides wider coverage of metallicity in comparison with the empirical stellar spectra libraries. Our next work is to give the EPS models at the other metallicities (even at zero metallicity). Therefore, we use this library for the sake of homogeneity.
At solar metallicity, the BaSeL library covers the region occupied by the TP-AGB stars on the log g-logT eff plane, but does not include TP-AGB stars. Therefore, we use the normal M-giant spectra, provided by the BaSeL library, for TP-AGB stars in this work.
The situation, whether or not the adopted stellar spectra library includes the spectra of TP-AGB stars, would affect significantly the infrared (IR) results of SPs comprising TP-AGB stars. Recently, some EPS models have used the empirical library comprising TP-AGB stars (such as the M05 model). Therefore, in the future, we will use these empirical library comprising TP-AGB stars in our models.
IMF
We use the IMF of K01:
where M is the stellar mass in units of M⊙. In order to compare with the other EPS models, we also use the S55 IMF:
where M is the stellar mass in units of M⊙.
OVERVIEW OF EPS MODELS
In this section, we will overview those EPS models which have considered the contribution of TP-AGB stars. The main characteristics, including stellar evolution library, stellar spectra library and IMF, are summarized in Table 1 . To distinguish which EPS models include TP-AGB evolution by an explicitly or a simply synthetic codes, we first give a brief description of the Padova stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones.
(i) BBCFN-1994 (Z=0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0 .02 and 0.05) and Girardi et al. (1996, hereafter G96, Z=10 −4 ) presented the isochrones comprising TP-AGB evolution from a simply synthetic code. These two sets of isochrones are derived from the so-called Padova-1994 tracks, which are used in the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) and POP-STAR models. BBCFN-1994 isochrones are the basis of the following two sets of isochrones.
(ii) G00 used a simply synthetic prescription to include TP-AGB regime to the point of complete envelope ejection for stars within 0.15≤M /M⊙≤7. In the work of G00, the updated opacities and EOS, and a moderate amount of convective overshoot are used, while TDU is not taken into account. Also, they built the isochrones (Z=0.0004, 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.019 and 0.03, 10 7.8 −10 10.2 yr). This set of isochrones is used by the V10 models. Further, combining with the work of BBCFN-1994, they built the Girardi-2002 isochrones (= [BBCFN-1994 
(iii) MG07 presented TP-AGB evolution by using a detailedly synthetic code and some recipes (semi-empirical prescriptions). They started from the physical conditions at the first thermal pulse from G00 and Girardi (2001) and computed the evolution up to the complete loss of the envelope via stellar winds (M08). In their models, several important theoretical improvements over previous calculations (such as, TDU and HBB) have been included. Moreover, the prescriptions have been calibrated against near-IR data from the Large Magellanic Clouds (LMC) and Small Magellanic Clouds (SMC), including carbon star luminosity function and TP-AGB lifetime (star count) in MC clusters (Conroy et al. 2009 Girardi et al. (2010, hereafter G10) further built the isochrones with two kinds of corrections for low-mass and low-Z AGB tracks. The TP-AGB evolution of MG07 is used by the CB11, CB07, FSPS and Ë -v6.02 models.
M05 and the latest version MS11
Maraston have used the 'fuel consumption theorem' to build a series of EPS models. In the M05 and the latest version (Maraston & Strömbäck 2011 , hereafter MS11) EPS models, TP-AGB stars are semi-empirically included and calibrated with observational data.
In the M05 models, several stellar evolutionary libraries 3 , the BaSeL-3.1 stellar spectra library (LCB97; LCB98; Westera et al. 2002) , and the S55 (φ(M )S55 = M −α , α = 2.35) and K01 IMFs were used. For the spectra of TP-AGB stars, the empirical library by Lançon & Mouhcine (2002, hereafter LM02) was used.
The MS11 models were built on the basis of M05 models by replacing the BaSeL-3.1 library by four empirical high-to-intermediate spectral resolution libraries, namely Pickles (1998) , ELODIE (Prugniel et al. 2007 ), STELIB and MILES (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) . In addition to the above updation, they also presented the results based on the IMF of Chabrier (2003, hereafter Cha03) .
In the M05 models, six metallicities (Z=10 −4 , 10 −3 , 0.01, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.07) are included in the age range from 3 ×10 −6 Gyr to 15 Gyr (67 ages, 16 ages within 1−15 Gyr for Z=10 −4 and 0.07). In the MS11 models, several metallicities and ages are included. For different stellar spectra library, the metallicity and age coverage is different 4 .
CB11 and their preliminary version CB07
Charlot & Bruzual have built a series of EPS models. In the CB11 and their preliminary version CB07 models, TP-AGB stars have been included. The main characteristics of the CB11 models are as follows. They were built by using (i) the evolutionary tracks of Bertelli et al. (2008, hereafter BGMN08) 5 , the TP-AGB prescriptions of MG07 and G10, (ii) the MILES stellar spectra library, complemented at the hot 3 Cassisi + Geneva for 10 −3 ≤ Z ≤ 0.04 (Geneva for 10 −3 ≤ t ≤ 30 Myr); Cassisi for Z = 10 −4 and Padova for Z=0.07. In the above descriptions, 'Cassisi' means the work of Cassisi et al. (1997a) , Cassisi et al. (1997b) and Cassisi et al. (2000) , 'Geneva' includes the work of Schaller et al. (1992) and Meynet et al. (1994) . 
effective temperature end by theoretical model atmospheres from Lanz & Hubeny (2003) , Martins et al. (2005) , Rodríguez-Merino et al. (2005) and Lanz & Hubeny (2007) , and at the cool end by the IRTF library (Rayner et al. 2009 ) and the models of Aringer et al. (2009) , and (iii) the Cha03 IMF with the mass limits of 0.1 and 100 M⊙. Here, it is emphasized that BGMN08 also presented TP-AGB tracks, based on the MG07 prescriptions but extrapolated to different chemical compositions of the stellar envelope (Bruzual 2011) . The CB07 models are similar to the BC03 models, except the use of the MG07 prescriptions to describe TP-AGB evolution. Moreover, CB07 models complemented the results at Z=0.1. The CB07 models used (i) two sets of stellar evolutionary tracks (Padova-1994 & Padova-2000 , (ii) two forms of IMF (S55 with α = −2.35 & Cha03), and (iii) high-(STELIB & Pickles) and low-resolution (BaSeL-3.1) stellar spectra libraries. For both IMFs, the lower and upper mass limits are 0.1 and 100. M⊙.
The CB11 models have not been released, while the BC07 models are available. For the CB07 models, seven metallicities (Z=10 −4 , 4x10 −4 , 4x10 −3 , 8x10 −3 , 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1) and 220 ages (from 10 5 to 10 10.3 yr) are included.
FSPS:
FSPS models also have considered the contribution of TP-AGB stars. These models make use of (i) the non-evolving stellar models of Baraffe et al. (1998) for stars in the mass range 0.10 < M/M⊙ < 0.15 and the models of MG07 and M08, (ii) the BaSeL-3.1 library, complemented by the average TP-AGB spectra compiled by LM02 from more than 100 optical/near-IR spectra presented in Lançon & Wood (2000) (this is similar to that of M05), and (iii) the IMF form advocated by van Dokkum (2008):
in which A l = 0.140, nc = 25, x = 1.3, σ = 0.69 and A h = 0.158. Variation of the IMF is incorporated in the characteristic mass mc. The lower and upper mass limits of 0.1 and 100 M⊙ are used, respectively.
V10:
Vazdekis also has built some EPS models. His latest models, V10, make use of (i) the updated version of the models published in G96 for Z=10 −4 (the calculations are now compatible with G00) and the solar-scaled theoretical G00 isochrones for Z > 10 −4 , (ii) the MILES stellar spectra library, and (iii) four forms of IMF: unimodal, bimodal, K01-universal and K01-revised (hereafter K01-cor). The slope of IMF for unimodal and bimodal forms is in the range of 0.3−3.3. The lower and upper mass limits are 0.1 and 100 M⊙, respectively.
V10 models provide the results at seven metallicities (Z= 10 −4 , 4x10 −4 , 10 −3 , 4x10 −3 , 8x10 −3 , 0.019 and 0.03), the age range is different at different Z: 10−18 Gyr at Z=10 −4 (only for IMF slopes ≤ 1.8); 0.07−18 Gyr at Z=4x10 −4 ; and 0.06−18 Gyr at 10 −3 ≤ Z ≤ 0.03.
Ë
Ú º¼¾ Ë models were built by Leitherer and his colleagues. We use the 6.02 version. The description of the input physics is given by Leitherer et al. (1999) , Vázquez & Leitherer (2005) and Leitherer et al. (2010) . The main characteristics are as follows.
• Four sets of stellar evolutionary tracks are provided, with each set including five metallicities. These four sets are the Geneva tracks with standard and high massloss rates (hereafter Geneva-STD & Geneva-HIG), the Padova tracks as updated by G00 (hereafter Padova-STD), and the Padova tracks with the inclusion of TP-AGB stars (hereafter Padova-AGB) following the prescription of Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) . For Geneva tracks, Z=10 −3 , 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.04. For Padova tracks, Z= 0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.05.
• Five sets of stellar atmosphere libraries are provided to choose. BaSeL library is one of five.
• By default, the Kroupa IMF with two mass intervals (the exponent α = [−1.3, −2.3], the mass boundary Mcut = [0.1, 0.5, 100.] M⊙) is used. The IMF form can be changed according to the need.
POPSTAR:
The POPSTAR models were built by Mollá et al. (2009) , and the ingredients are described as follows.
• POPSTAR models adopt stellar evolutionary tracks from Bressan et al. (1993) , Fagotto et al. (1994a,b) and G96 (i.e. the Padova-1994 tracks), and combine a revision of the Padova , hereafter BGS98) isochrones used in Garcia-Vargas et al. (1998) .
• POPSTAR models mainly use the BaSeL stellar atmosphere models, which are for normal stars. For O, B and Wolf-Raylet (WR) stars, POPSTAR models take the nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) blanketed models by Smith et al. (2002) for Z = 0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.04. For post-AGB and planetary-nebula stars, POPSTAR models use the Rauch (2003) NLTE models, covering the temperature range of 50 000-190 000 K and logg of 5.00-8.00. For higher temperatures, POPSTAR models use blackbodies. These models include all elements from H to Ni, and they are available for two values of metallicities: Z = 0.002 and 0.02. POPSTAR models use the first metallicity spectra for their three metal-poor (Z ≤ 0.004) isochrones, and the solar abundance spectra for the three other metallicity (Z ≥ 0.008) isochrones.
• POPSTAR models include six IMFs. They are the S55 law with α = −2.35 in the range of 0.85-120, 0.15-100 and 1.00-100 M⊙; the Ferrini et al. (1990) , K01 and Cha03 IMFs with masses between 0.15 and 100 M⊙.
At last, POPSTAR models provide the results at six metallicities (10 −4 , 4x10 −4 , 4x10 −3 , 8x10 −3 , 0.02 and 0.05) and ∼106 ages (10 5. − 10 10.18 yr).
Yunnan-I and II:
In the Yunnan-I and II models, rapid single and binary stellar evolution codes (HPT00, HTP02) are used. In the HPT00 and HTP02 codes, TP-AGB stars are obtained by perturbation function. 
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH SB99 MODELS
In this section, we will present the colours and ISEDs for SPs. The ages are in the range of 1Myr-15Gyr. To investigate the effect of IMF, we perform two sets of calculations: one uses the K01 IMF whereas another uses the S55 IMF. The magnitudes and colours for the models with the K01 and S55 IMFs are presented in Tables A1 and A2, respectively. The ISEDs and isochrones can be obtained on request from the first author or from our website (http://www1.ynao.ac.cn/∼zhangfh/). Moreover, in Tables A1 and A2 we only give several Vega colours on Johnson-Cousin system, the colours involving other passbands (such as b − y colour) or those on AB system can also be obtained on request. At last, we will give the comparisons in the colours between our and the Ë models. The comparisons with the other literatures will be given in the next section. The reason, we put the comparisons with the Ë models in this section, is that the Ë code comprises two sets of stellar evolutionary tracks: Padova-STD and Padova-AGB (comprising and neglecting TP-AGB stars). This can be used to compare the effect of TP-AGB stars on the results between ours and theirs. 
Stellar evolutionary tracks and their simplification

Stellar evolutionary tracks
We use the Å Ë version 3709 and the set of input physics and parameters described in Section 2 to calculate stellar evolution models for a set of solar-metallicity stars (i.e. hydrogen abundance X=0.70 and metallicity Z=0.02). This set of stellar evolution models, which are presented by grey lines in Fig. 1 , forms the stellar evolutionary library of the Yunnan-III EPS models. The masses of stars are from 0.1 to 100 M⊙ and at a logarithmic interval of ∆log(M/M⊙) = 0.05. Using these tracks, we can build the isochrones of SPs.
TP-AGB stars are obtained by the Å Ë stellar evolution code in the Yunnan-III EPS models. This is quiet different from the methods of using a synthetic code or perturbation function, by which TP-AGB evolution is obtained and used by the other EPS models. Moreover, TP-AGB stars give more contribution to the IR flux. Therefore, we give some detailed descriptions of the results concerning TP-AGB stars and discussions in Appendix B.
Simplification
In order to conveniently interpolate evolutionary tracks and build isochrones (see below), we simplify the stellar evolutionary tracks on TP-AGB phase, which is shown in Fig. 2 [gives the TP-AGB tracks for stars with 1.0 ≤ M/M⊙ ≤ 7.9 on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram], for intermediate-and low-mass stars: we firstly obtain the within each pulse by using
then obtain the simplified tracks by interpolating between these average points. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate this process as an example of a M = 1.99 M⊙ star: the blue and purple sixangles denote the average L ′ and T ′ eff at epoch t ′ , the purple uparrows are those simplified values by interpolation. In Fig. 1 , the blue points are those simplified tracks on TP-AGB phase for different stars.
Interpolation of evolutionary tracks and construction of isochrones
One of the important steps in EPS models is to interpolate stellar evolutionary tracks by using those tracks computed by the Å Ë code. This step will directly affect the results of EPS models. To check this step, we will compare the interpolated with model tracks of stars. First, we choose an intermediate-mass star (M =5.62 M⊙) and a low-mass star (M =1.78 M⊙) from the evolutionary library, then obtain their interpolated tracks by using their own two adjacent model tracks. In Fig. 4 , we give the comparisons between the interpolated and model tracks. From it, we see that the interpolated tracks are in good agreement with the model ones on all phases (including the loop) for both intermediateand low-mass stars. Using these model and interpolated evolutionary tracks, we build the isochrones of SPs. The ages of SPs are in the range of 1 Myr-15 Gyr and at a logarithmic age interval of ∆ log(t/yr) = 0.05. In Fig. 1 , the constructed isochrones are also presented at ages of log(t/yr) = 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Figure 9 . The ratio of flux between the without-TPAGB-K01 (F λ,without ) and with-TPAGB-K01 (F λ,with ) models at an age of log(t/yr) = 8.6.
Colours and ISEDs of SPs
Combining with BaSeL-2.2 stellar spectra library and the K01 IMF, we present the colours and ISEDs of solarmetallicity SPs in the range of 1Myr-15 Gyr at a logarithmic age interval of 0.05 (84 ages). The S55 IMF is the most commonly used IMF, nearly all EPS models present the results via the S55 IMF. Therefore, we also present the results for models with the S55 IMF. As said in Section 2.2, the BaSeL library covers the region spanned by TP-AGB stars on the log T eff -log g plane at solar metallcity (see Fig. 5 ), but does not comprise TP-AGB stars. That is to say, we use the normal M-giant spectra for TP-AGB stars. In Fig. 5 , we present the evolution of TP-AGB stars computed via the Å Ë code and the grid covered by the BaSeL library at solar metallicity on the log T eff -log g plane.
In Fig. 6 , we present the evolutions of V − K, V − J, V − I and B − V colours for models with the K01 IMF. Because that the effect of IMF on the results is small (the differences in the colours between the adoption of the S55 and K01 IMFs are less than one tenth of a magnitude), this conclusion also has been made by M98 by using several IMFs, in Fig. 6 the results with the S55 IMF are not been given. As said above, one main characteristic of the Yunnan-III EPS models is that the employed Å Ë code can evolve stellar models through TP-AGB phase for intermediate-and low-mass stars. Therefore, in Fig. 6 we also present the results when neglecting TP-AGB stars (i.e. neglecting the blue points in Fig. 1) . We refer to the results for the SPs with and without TP-AGB stars as Models with-TPAGB and without-TPAGB, respectively. To distinguish the IMF, the name of IMF is the supplement to the name of model.
From Fig. 6 , we see that the inclusion of TP-AGB stars can make V − K, V − J and V − R colours of SPs redder at log(t/yr) > ∼ 7.6, as known from M98 and M05, and the longer is the passband-wavelength of one magnitude in a colour, the more significant is the discrepancy in the colour
The discrepancy in the B − V colour of SPs is insignificant at all ages. The maximal differences in the V − K, V − J and V − R colours of SPs are at log(t/yr)∼8.6 (see Fig. 7 ). In Fig. 7 , we present the differences in the V − K, V − J, V − I and B − V colours between Models with-TPAGB and without-TPAGB for the K01 IMF. The reason for the above fact is that some stars along the isochrone are on TP-AGB phase at log(t/yr) > ∼ 7.6 (see Fig. 1 , corresponding to the onset time of TP-AGB phase for a ∼8 M⊙ star [see Table B1 and Fig. B1]) . These TP-AGB stars are cooler, and would affect the IR flux but almost do not affect the visible flux.
In Fig. 8 , we present the fluxes (F λ ) for the with-TPAGB-K01 and without-TPAGB-K01 models at ages of log(t/yr) = 7, 8, 9 and 10. From it, we see that the inclusion of TP-AGB stars would affect significantly the IR flux at ages of log(t/yr) = 8.0 and 9.0. For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 9 we present the ratio of flux between the without-TPAGB-K01 and with-TPAGB-K01 models (F λ,without /F λ,with ) at an age of log(t/yr)=8.6. From it, we see that F λ,without is ∼ 50 percent of F λ,with at wavelength λ ∼ 2 µm (i.e. K-band) for a SP at an age of log(t/yr) ∼ 8.6.
Comparisons in colours with
We also obtain the results from the Ë code, which employs the same stellar spectra library (BaSeL spectral library) and IMFs (i.e. the S55 with α = −2.35 and K01 IMFs) as in this work but different stellar evolution library. The Ë code only uses the solar-metallicity Padova-AGB and Padova-STD libraries (i.e. the 44th and 34th tracks, respectively) in this work. The adopted ingredients of the Ë code are listed in Table 2 . We refer to the Ë models employing the Padova-AGB and Padova-STD libraries as Models SB99P-AGB and SB99P-STD, respectively. The properties of Padova-STD and Padova-AGB tracks have been described in Section 3. The upper and lower mass limits of IMFs are 100. and 0.1 M⊙. For the Ë -v6.02 code, we choose such a set of input parameters and physics for the following reasons: discuss the sole effect of stellar evolution and do not introduce the effects of stellar spectra library and IMF on the results.
In Fig. 6 we also give the results with the K01 IMF from the Ë code, do not present the results with the S55 IMF from the Ë code because that the effect of IMF on the colours of Models SB99P-AGB and SB99P-STD is small. In the following, the results from the Ë Ó and Yunnan-III models, unless otherwise indicated, mean those with the K01 IMF. From Fig. 6 , we see that the V − K, V − J and V − I colours of Models with-TPAGB/without-TPAGB are very different from those from the Ë code for 6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 7.6. This is caused by the large discrepancy in the stellar evolutionary tracks of massive stars. When 6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 7.6, the IR fluxes of SPs mainly are contributed by massive stars ( > ∼ 8 M⊙ at solar metallicity in this work), which evolutionary results are prone to be affected by the input parameters. In Fig. 10 , we present the stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones of the Ë models. The isochrones are obtained with the help of the Ë code and built on the basis of the Padova-STD and Padova-AGB libraries, respectively. From it, we see that the massive stars in the Padova-AGB and Padova-STD libraries evolve through WR phase, and do not extend to very cool region in comparison with those in our stellar evolution library (see Fig. 1 ).
In general, at log(t/yr) > ∼ 7.6, the colour-evolution trends of Models with-TPAGB/without-TPAGB agree to Models SB99P-AGB/SB99P-STD, respectively. That is to say, the isochrones of Models with-TPAGB/without-TPAGB coincide with those of Models SB99P-AGB/SB99P-STD, respectively. In Fig. 11 , we give the Yunnan-III, SB99P-AGB and SB99P-STD isochrones at ages of log(t/yr) = 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. From them, we indeed see that the Yunnan-III isochrones agree to the SB99P-AGB/SB99P-STD isochrones. To be exactly, at log(t/yr) > ∼ 7.6, there exist differences in the colours between Models with-TPAGB and SB99P-AGB, and those between Models without-TPAGB and SB99P-STD. They are as follows.
(i) The colours (except V − I) of Models with-TPAGB/without-TPAGB are smaller than the corresponding ones of Models SB99P-AGB/SB99P-STD by less than 0.1 mag at large ages [log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0]. (ii) The colour evolution of Model with-TPAGB is smoother than that of Model SB99P-AGB in the range 7.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.5, there is a jump in the V − K, V − J and V − I colours for Model SB99P-AGB at age log(t/yr)∼8.0. Within 7.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.0 the colours of Model with-TPAGB are larger (∼0.2-0.4 mag), but within 8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.5 are smaller (∼0.2-0.4 mag) than those of Model SB99P-AGB. All above phenomena are partly due to the difference in the maximal mass of stars experiencing TP-AGB phase Mmax,TPAGB. In the Padova-AGB library, Mmax,TPAGB is 5 M⊙, while in our stellar evolution library it is greater than 8 M⊙ (refer to Table B1 and Fig. B1 in Appendix B1) at solar metallicity. Therefore, the jump in the colours of Model SB99P-AGB appears at log(t/yr) ∼ 8.0, this epoch corresponds to the TP-AGB phase of a M = Mmax,TPAGB (i.e. 5 M⊙) star in the Padova-AGB library (see the 51 th line for a Z=0.02 and 5 M⊙ star in the Padova-AGB library from the Ë code). In the range of 7.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.0, there are no TP-AGB stars along the SB99P-AGB isochrones, but there are TP-AGB stars along the Yunnan-III isochrones. Therefore, the colours of Model with-TPAGB are redder than those of Model SB99P-AGB. In the range of 8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.5, there are TP-AGB stars along the SB99P-AGB isochrones, and their TP-AGB stars are cooler and redder than those on the Yunnan-III isochrones (see Figs. 10 and 11, only 8.0 ≤ log(t/yr) ≤ 9.0). Therefore, the colours of Model with-TPAGB are bluer than those of Model SB99P-AGB.
(iii) The contribution of TP-AGB stars to the IR flux and colours peaks at log(t/yr)=8.6 for the Yunnan-III models. This epoch corresponds to the TP-AGB phase for a Z=0.02, M ∼3.16M⊙ star (refer to Table B1 in Appendix B1). However, the maximal contribution of TP-AGB stars is at log(t/yr)=8.0 for the Ë models with the Padova tracks, this corresponds to the epoch of jump in the colours.
COMPARISONS WITH THE OTHER EPS MODELS
In this section we will compare our results with the other studies, which have considered TP-AGB stars in their EPS models. For these models, their main characteristics have been described in Section 3.
Here, we do not use all the models, only use the CB07, M05, V10 and POPSTAR models at solar metallicity. The comparisons in the colours with the Ë models have been presented in the Section 4.4. (i) For the CB07, we use the set of models by using the Padova-1994 stellar evolutionary tracks, BaSeL-3.1 stellar spectra library, the S55 and Cha03 IMFs (which we call CB07-S55 and CB07-Cha03).
(ii) For the POPSTAR, we use the set of results by using the S55 with the lower and upper mass limits of 0.15 and 100 M⊙, K01 and Cha03 IMFs (which we call POPSTAR-S55, POPSTAR-K01 and POPSTAR-Cha03). (iii) For the V10, we choose the set of models by using the K01 and K01-cor IMFs (which we call V10-K01 and V10-K01-cor).
(iv) For the M05, we use the set of models by using the S55 and K01 IMFs (which we call M05-S55 and M05-K01). The corresponding ingredients for the used EPS models are given in Table 2 . It is worth mentioned that at solar metallicity the M05 and V10 models indeed use the 'Cassisi+Geneva' tracks and G00 isochrones, respectively (in comparison with Table 1). Moreover, the SB99P-AGB/SB99P-STD isochrones corresponds to the Marigo-2008 /Girardi-2002 isochrones, respectively, because the same evolutionary tracks but different construction method are used.
We choose the above EPS models for the following reasons: keep the common ingredients as more as possible. From Table 2 , we see that these EPS models have one or several ingredients in common. This guarantees that the sole effect of ingredient on the results can be derived. M05 has mentioned that EPS models keep the uncertainties inherent in the stellar evolutionary tracks and in the spectral transformations, the isolation of the effect on the final results is important and quantifying the uncertainties is very important since the cosmological inferences that are derived on the basis of galaxy ages and metallicities ultimately rely on the SP models.
Comparison in the isochrone
For the sake of the paper's construct, we first present the comparison in the isochrone among these EPS models before analysing the differences in the results. The POPSTAR models used the Padova-1994 tracks (together with the revision of the BGS98 isochrone, see Table 1 ), from which the BBCFN-1994 isochrones are derived (see Section 3). At solar metallicity, the V10 models indeed used the G00 isochrones (see Table 1 ), which are a part of the Girardi-2002 isochrones (see Section 3). The Padova-1994 tracks and the prescriptions of MG07 in the used CB07 models (see the first paragraph of Section 5) correspond to the Marigo-2008 isochrone (see Table 1 and Section 3 for details). Therefore, in Fig. 11 , we also present the BBCFN-1994, Girardi-2002 and Marigo-2008 isochrones at ages of log(t/yr)= 7, 8, 9 and 10 and Z=0.02. These three sets of isochrones are from the Padova's website. For the BBCFN-1994 isochrones, we use MBOL=4.83.
Comparisons in the colours
In Fig. 12 , we present the V − K, V − J, V − I and B − V colours for the with-TPAGB-K01, SB99P-AGB-K01, CB07-S55, CB07-Cha03, M05-S55, M05-K01, V10-K01, V10-K01-cor, POPSTAR-S55, POPSTAR-K01 and POPSTAR-Cha03 models. (i) From the lower right panel of Fig. 12 , we see that the B − V colour agrees with each other (except V10-K01-cor) when log(t/yr) > ∼ 6.6. (ii) From the lower left panel of Fig. 12 , we see that the V − I colour is in agreement for all models (except V10-K01-cor) when log(t/yr) > ∼ 6.6, but is not so good as that of B − V colour, the discrepancy in the V − I colour among all models is within ∼0.5 mag. When 8.4 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.0 and log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0, the V − I colour of M05 and POPSTAR models is greater than the other models, respectively. (iii)
From the top-right panel of Fig. 12 , we see that the V − J colour coincides for all models (except V10-K01-cor) when log(t/yr) > ∼ 6.6. But, at small [6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 7.2] and intermediate [8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.6] ages, the V − J colour of the with-TPAGB-K01 models ( < ∼ 0.6 mag) and those of the CB07 and M05 models ( < ∼ 0.6 mag) are significantly greater than the value of the other models, respectively. (iv) From the top-left panel of Fig. 12 , we see that the V − K colour agrees with each other (except V10-K01-cor).
However, at small ages [6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 7.2], the V − K colour of with-TPAGB-K01 and M05 models is greater ( < ∼ 1.0 mag) than the other models. At intermediate ages [8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.6], the V − K colour of CB07 and M05 models is significantly greater ( < ∼ 1.0 mag) than the other models. The following, we will give the comparisons in the colours between ours and other models and analyse the reasons.
Comparison between with-TPAGB and POPSTAR models:
The colours of POPSTAR models agree with those of with-TPAGB-K01 models except V − K, V − J and V − I in the range of 6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 7.6. The V −I colour of POPSTAR models is redder than that of with-TPAGB-K01 models at large ages [∼0.2 mag, log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0]. Moreover, there is no jump in the evolution of V − K colour (exists for SB99P-AGB models) for POPSTAR models. The effect of IMF (S55 & K01 & Cha03) on the colours [except V − I colour at 7.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.0] is insignificant, the differences in the colours between the POPSTAR-S55 and POPSTAR-Cha03 models are small.
POPSTAR-K01 models use the BaSeL+other library and K01 IMF. So the difference in the V − I colour between the POPSTAR-K01 and with-TPAGB-K01 models at large ages is caused by the differences in the stellar evolutionary tracks, spectral library and some techniques in the construction of EPS models. At large ages, SPs compose of low-mass stars. In these two sets of stellar evolutionary tracks used by the POPSTAR and with-TPAGB-K01 models, the method obtaining TP-AGB tracks (simply synthetic code or complete evolution code), input physics and parameters (such as opacity, EOS and overshooting) are different. The stellar evolutionary tracks used by the POPSTAR and with-TPAGB-K01 models correspond to the BBCFN-1994 and Yunnan-III isochrones (see Table 2 ). From Fig. 11 , we see that the first GB along the BBCFN-1994 isochrones has lower temperature than that along the Yunnan-III isochrones at log(t/yr)=10., this leads to redder V − I colour. Because the first GB does not extend to very low-temperature region, therefore, it does not affect the V − K and V − J colours.
Comparison between with-TPAGB and V10 models:
The beginning time of the V10 models is log(t/yr)∼7.8. First, from Fig. 12 , we see that the effect of IMF (K01 & K01-cor) on the colours is significant. The results of the V10-K01-cor models are quiet different from those of the V10-K01 and the other EPS models. The results of the V10-K01 models agree with those of the with-TPAGB-K01 models. However, at intermediate ages [8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.0], the V − K and V − J colours of the V10-K01 models are redder (∼0.4 and 0.3 mag); and at large ages [log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0], the V − I colour is bluer (∼0.1 mag) than the corresponding one of the with-TPAGB-K01 models.
The V10-K01 models use the G00 isochrones, which is a part of the Girardi-2002 isochrones. Moreover, the V10-K01 models use MILES stellar spectra library (MILES comprises some TP-AGB stars although at non-solar metallicity), but the with-TPAGB-K01 models use the BaSeL library. Therefore, the differences in the colours between the V10-K01 and with-TPAGB-K01 models are mainly caused by the adoptions of different spectral and stellar evolution libraries and different constructional techniques. Comparing the isochrones in Fig. 11 , we see that the TP-AGB stars along the Girardi-2002 isochrones do not extend into the very cool region than those along the Yunnan-III isochrones when 8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.0, and the first GB has lower temperature at large ages, the V − K and V − J colours at intermediate age should be bluer and the V − I colour at large ages should be redder. But the fact is the contrary. Therefore, the difference in the stellar spectral library (MILES) should be the main factor that causing the differences between the V10-K01 and with-TPAGB-K01 models.
Recall the difference in the V − K and V − J colours between the SB99P-AGB and SB99P-STD models in Fig. 6 and the fact that the SB99P-STD isochrones correspond to the Girardi-2002 isochrones (the V10 and SB99P-STD models use the same stellar evolutionary tracks at intermediate and large ages), we conclude that the V − K and V − J colours will be redder by ∼ 0.5 mag if the V10-K01 models use the Marigo-2008 isochrones, also true for the Yunnan-III isochrones. This is because that the Yunnan-III isochrones are similar to the SB99P-AGB isochrones (conclusion made in Section 4.4) and the SB99P-AGB isochrones correspond to the Marigo-2008 isochrones.
Comparison between with-TPAGB and M05 models:
First, from Fig. 12 we see that the effect of IMF (S55 & K01) on the colours is insignificant except V − K and V − J colours in the age of 7.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.4. The V −K, V −J, V − I and B − V colours are redder than the corresponding one of the with-TPAGB-K01 models by ∼1 mag, ∼0.6 mag, ∼0.3 mag and ∼0.1 mag in the age of 8.2 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.0. The M05 models use the BaSeL library, LM02 spectra for TP-AGB stars and the 'fuel consumption' theorem, therefore, the differences in the colours between the M05-K01 and with-TPAGB-K01 models are partly introduced by the adoption of 'fuel consumption' theorem and the spectra of TP-AGB stars.
Comparison between with-TPAGB and CB07 models:
The colours of the CB07 models agree with those of with-TPAGB-K01 models at log(t/yr) > ∼ 6.6 except V − K and V − J colours at intermediate ages [redder by ∼1.0 mag, 8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.6] and V − I colour at large ages [bluer by ∼0.2 mag, log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0, agrees with V10]. The effect of IMF (S55 & Cha03) on the colours is insignificant except at large ages [log(t/yr) > ∼ 10.0, a hundredth of a mag] for the CB07 models.
The effect of IMF on the colours is small for both CB07 and with-TPAGB models, and two models give the results with the S55 IMF. CB07 models use BaSeL spectral library and the Padova-1994 tracks together with the description of MG07 (corresponds to the Marigo-2008 isochrones). Therefore, The differences, in the V − K and V − J colours at intermediate ages and V − I colour at large ages, between the CB07-S55 and with-TPAGB-S55 models are caused by the difference in the stellar evolution tracks and the techniques during the construction of EPS models. From Fig. 11 , we see that TP-AGB stars on the Marigo-2008 isochrones extend into cooler region than those on the Yunnan-III isochrones at intermediate ages, therefore, the redder V − K and V − J colour. Moreover, from Fig. 11 , we indeed see that the technique of building isochrones would be a reason, the Marigo-2008 and SB99P-AGB isochrones use the same evolutionary tracks, but the isochrones are different.
Comparison among all models:
Within 6.6 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 8.0, the SB99P-AGB, CB07 and POPSTAR models (K01-IMF better) are in agreement with each other, the V10 models do not cover this age range. The main reason for the the agreement is that they use the same stellar evolutionary tracks for massive stars (i.e. the Padova-1994, see Table 2 ) and stellar spectra library. The V − K (except for M05), V − J and V − I colours of the with-TPAGB-K01 models are redder than all of the other models. The reason for the differences has been discussed in Section 4.4.
At large ages log(t/yr) > ∼ 9.0, all colours of all models (except V10-K01-cor) are in agreement. The CB07 models have reddest V − K and V − J colours; POPSTAR has the reddest V − I colour (> with-TPAGB/SB99P-AGB > CB07/V10 > M05 in turn).
At intermediate ages [8.0 < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.0], the V − K and V − J colours of CB07 and M05 models and the V − I colour of M05 model are redder than all the other models. Moreover, the maximal disagreement in the colours among different literatures appears in this range, especially in the V − J and V − K colours.
Comparison in the contribution of TP-AGB stars
In Section 4, we conclude that the maximal contribution of TP-AGB stars to the K-band is about 50 per cent. This value is somewhat different from the other authors: Frogel et al. (1990) concluded that the TP-AGB contribution to the total luminosity of SP reaches a maximum of about 40 percent at ages from 1 to 3 Gyr, falling to less than 10 percent at 10 Gyr (from M08); Bruzual (2011) mentioned that it can reach to 60 percent in the CB11 models, close to a factor of two more than in the BC03 model; M05 found that 40 percent of the bolometric contribution and 80 percent in K passband. Part of reasons is that we used the BaSeL library, the spectra of TP-AGB stars are represented by normal M-type giants. Another reason is the less redder TP-AGB stars and shorter during-time are produced when comparing with some EPS models.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using the Å Ë stellar evolution code, we compute the consistent stellar models for low-, intermediate-mass and massive stars in the range of 0.01-100 M⊙. By combining with BaSeL stellar spectra library and the K01 and S55 IMFs, we build the Yunnan-III EPS models, and present colours and ISEDs of solar-metallicity SPs in the range of 1Myr-15 Gyr. By comparing the results between Models with-TPAGB and without-TPAGB, we confirm that the inclusion of TP-AGB stars can raise V − K, V − R colours and IR flux for SPs at log(t/yr) > ∼ 7.6, the maximal value is at an age of log(t/yr)∼8.6 (about 0.5-0.2 mag for colours, about 2 times for K−band flux). Moreover, by comparisons, we find that the colour-evolution trends of Model with-TPAGB are similar to those obtained by the Ë code employing the Padova-AGB library. At last, by comparing the results among ours, CB07, M05, V10 and POPSTAR, we find that the difference in the B − V colour is small, but the difference in the V − K colour is large (∼1 mag when 8. < ∼ log(t/yr) < ∼ 9.) The above conclusion is independent of the adoption of IMF (K01 & S55 IMFs).
The stellar evolutionary tracks, isochrones, colours and ISEDs of SPs can be obtained on request from the first author or from our website (http://www1.ynao.ac.cn/∼zhangfh/). You can build your EPS models by combining the isochrones with the stellar spectra library and IMF you wanted. Now the format of stellar evolutionary tracks we provided is the same as that in the Ë code, you can input easily them in it to get the SPs' results. Moreover, the colours involving other passbands or on other systems (for example, HST F 439W − F 555W colour on AB system) can also be obtained on request. In this paper we have only presented the results of solar-metallicity SPs -more detailed studies will be given later. 
APPENDIX A: THE MAGNITUDES AND COLOURS FOR MODEL WITH-TPAGB.
In this section, we present the integrated magnitudes and colours of solar-metallicity SPs when considering TP-AGB evolution (i.e. Model with-TPAGB). Tables A1 and A2 are the results when using the K01 and S55 IMFs, respectively.
APPENDIX B: EVOLUTIONARY RESULTS OF TP-AGB STARS
In this section, we will present the evolutionary results of TP-AGB stars. In Appendix B1, we present the onset time, lifetime and inter-pulse time of TP-AGB phase, the maximal mass of star experiencing TP-AGB phase, and some comparisons with those of MG07. In Appendix B1, all results are obtained by using the set of input physics and parameters, which have been described in Section 2 and called the stan- Table B1 . The onset time t TPAGB,b (the 2nd column), duration τ TPAGB (the 3st column) and the pulsation time n TPAGB (the 4th column) of TP-AGB phase for solar-metallicity stars with different masses (the 1st column). Top panel is for the standard set of parameters and physics in the Å Ë code. Bottom panel is for the C13 set of parameters and physics (which is described in Appendix B2). dard set, in the Å Ë code. In Appendix B2, we present the results by using another set of input parameters and physics used in the Å Ë code, and discuss the effects on the onset time and lifetime of TP-AGB phase.
B1 Some results by using the standard set of physics and parameters
B1.1 Onset time and duration of TP-AGB phase:
First, in Table B1 we present the onset time (t TPAGB,b , accurately speaking, it is the average time during the first thermal pulse t ′ 1 ), the pulsation time (nTPAGB) and the duration or lifetime (τTPAGB, the difference between the average time during the last thermal pulse t ′ n TPAGB and t ′ 1 ) of TP-AGB phase as a function of stellar mass. Then, in Fig. B1 we give log(t TPAGB,b ) and τTPAGB as a function of stellar mass, which is in the range of 1.0-7.9M⊙.
From them, we see that the logarithmic onset-time of TP-AGB phase [log(t TPAGB,b ] linearly decreases with the logarithmic initial-mass log(M ). The lifetime of TP-AGB Table A1 . The bolometric magnitude M BOL , V-magnitude M V , U − B, B − V , V − R, V − I, V − J, V − H and V − K Colours of solar-metallicity SPs when considering TP-AGB stars (Model with-TPAGB) and using the K01 IMF. Fig. 22 ). That is to say, the maximal lifetime of TP-AGB phase is half of the MG07 result.
B1.2 the maximal mass of stars experiencing TP-AGB phase:
Here need to be mentioned is the maximal mass of stars experiencing TP-AGB phase (Mmax,TPAGB). MG07 have obtained that the upper mass limit for the development of the AGB phase is located close to 5 M⊙ for all values of Z as a consequence of overshooting. This value of 5 M⊙ is smaller than that of 8 M⊙ found in earlier models (see the review paper of van Winckel 2003 and Herwig 2005) . Moreover, the classical results found an important TP-AGB contribution at 5 M⊙ in overshooting tracks (Padova) and at 3 M⊙ in tracks without overshooting (M98). Therefore, 5 M⊙ is the highest initial mass to be considered in the MG07 work, but they also mentioned that the value of Mmax,TPAGB is slightly uncertain because the initial phase of carbon burning has not Table A2 . Similar to Table A1 , but for the results when using the S55 IMF.
been followed in detail. In the FSPS models (described in Section 3), it is cited from M08 that Mmax,TPAGB is 5 M⊙.
In our calculations, Mmax,TPAGB is greater than 8 M⊙ at solar metallicity. In the Fig. 22 of Paxton et al. (2011) , they presented a grid of MESA star evolutionary tracks with mass ranging from 2 to 10 M⊙ with Z=0.02, and in their paper they said that the 8 and 10 M⊙ models start to ignite carbon burning off center, this implies that these stars are experiencing envelope burning which keeps the TP-AGB contribution low, where 2-7 M⊙ models do not and will presumably go on form C/O core white dwarfs. Therefore, the Mmax,TPAGB is greater than 8 M⊙, and for stars with M >8 M⊙, the timescale on TP-AGB phase is very short and the contribution is smaller.
B1.3 the minimal temperature for superwind:
In Fig. B2 , we present the TP-AGB stars on the T eff and mass-lossṀ plane, from it we see that the minimal temperature for superwind is log(T eff /K)∼3.5.
B2 Results by using another set of physics and parameters
In this work, we only calculate the stellar evolution models and present the SP's results at solar metallicity. This can not prove the reliability of the standard set of physics and parameters, in the Å Ë code, on the TP-AGB evolution. Therefore, we change some input parameters and physics in the standard set by mimicing the set used by Paxton et al. (2011) to explain the formation of a C13 pocket (M =2 M⊙ and Z=0.01). This set of physics and parameters is called the C13 set.
In the C13 set, the changed parameters and physics are as follows. (i) Overshooting: at both boundaries for Hburning and non-burning convective zones, f (see Section 2.1) is changed from 0.01 to 0.014. Moreover, overshooting is allowed for He-burning and Z-burning zones, and at both boundaries f =0.014. During the TDU f =0.126 at the bottom of the convective envelope and f =0.008 at the bottom of the H-shell flash convection zone. (ii) Opacity: CO enhanced opacity is used. (iii) Mass loss: the coefficient of Bloecker (1995) mass-loss-law ηB is changed from 0.1 to 0.05. (iv) Atmosphere: the usage of simple photosphere model is changed to the usage of model atmosphere tables for photosphere. Similarly, we use the C13 set of input parameters and physics to obtain the luminosity of 1 M⊙ star at an age of 4.57×10 9 yr, log(L/L⊙)=0.012 for the GS98 opacity while log(L/L⊙)=0.012 for the GN93 opacity. These luminosities are within one hundredth of a magnitude.
Using the C13 set of physics and parameter in the Å Ë code, we obtain the onset time t TPAGB,b , lifetime τTPAGB and inter-pulse time nTPAGB of TP-AGB phase. These results are given in the bottom panel of Table B1 . Moreover, in Fig. B1 we also plot log(t TPAGB,b ) and τTPAGB by using the C13 set in the Å Ë code. By comparisons with the results of the standard set, we found that the variation of t TPAGB,b is little, the τTPAGB of low-mass stars becomes to be greater (by ∼0.2 dex) and τTPAGB of intermediate-mass stars smaller (no more than 0.05 dex) than the corresponding one, and the maximal lifetime, obtained by using the C13 set in the Å Ë code, can not reach to the value of MG07 (the maximum of ∼ 4 Myr). The input physics and parameters in the work of MG07 are very differ from those in the Å Ë code. In the following we describe the parameters used by MG07.
• Opacity: they use variable molecular opacity by means of the Marigo (2002, hereafter M02) method, i.e. opacities are consistent with the changing photospheric chemical composition of AGB envelope. The M02 method is different from the commonly used one, i.e. interpolations are preformed as a function of temperature, density and hydrogen content for a fixed initial metallicity (MG07).
• Mass loss: MG07 use formalisms for the mass-loss rates derived from pulsating dust-driven wind models of Cand O-rich AGB stars, and the value of mass-loss depends on whether a stellar model is oxygen-rich or carbon-rich.
• Overshooting: MG07 use two parameters: Λc and Λe. Λc describes the extent across the border of the convective zone and Λe is the overshooting at the lower boundary of convective envelope. Both are expressed in units of pressure scale height. When M ≤1M⊙, M ≥1.5M⊙ and 1≤M/M⊙≤1.5, Λc is 0., 0.5 and M -1.0, respectively. In the stage of core helium burning Λc = 0.5. When M ≤0.6M⊙, 0.6≤M/M⊙≤2.0, 2.0≤M/M⊙≤2.5 and M ≥2.5M⊙, Λe is 0., 0.25, 0.25-0.7 and 0.7.
• Temperature: the T eff of TP-AGB models is derived with the aid of complete integration of static envelope models, extending from the photosphere down to the core (MG07).
The different choice of all these parameter (opacity, the mass loss, overshooting, atmosphere) would alter or affect the evolution of TP-AGB stars. For example, the adoption of mass-loss law would affect TP-AGB evolution (M05). Therefore, there exists disagreement between the MG07 and our models.
Similarly, in the 'fuel consumption' technique, uncertainties in mass loss, mixing and efficiency of hydrogen burning at the bottom of the convective envelope together also affect the TP-AGB evolutions (see M05). These disagreement further affects the SP's results with 'fuel consumption' technique. M98 has made a conclusion that the adoption of the Bloecker & Schoenberner (1991) mass-loss law would make the models luminous and evolution faster than that predicted by the standard core mass-luminosity relation for 7 M⊙ star, resulting drastic decrease of the TP-AGB lifetime and smaller contribution of TP-AGB phase to the ISED. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/ L A T E X file prepared by the author.
